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PROFESSIONAL TOOLS FOR A POWERFULLY EXPRESSIVE VOICE© 

Karla Huntsman   www.karlahuntsman.com 
  702-816-8333  karlahuntsman@gmail.com 

 
 
 Story-as-One Exploration/Exercise 
     What professional tools of expression do we ALREADY use? 
     WHY explore tools of expression?   
 
WOW! What can you do with just the BASIC TOOLS OF EXPRESSION?  
 
 1. Loud 
2. Quiet 
3. Fast 
4. Slow 
5. Raise pitch 
6. Lower pitch 
7. Pause before a word. 
8. Pause after a word 
 

     Exercises: 
1.   Practice sentence below, emphasizing the underlined words in each of the above ways. 

    The wind howled through the trees, sweeping the leaves through the thicket. 
2. Take a newspaper article and underline the words you feel are important. Practice each of   
 the above variations, going through the article a total of 8 times—one for each variation. 
3.   Read aloud EVERY DAY! Use adult and children’s poems. Play with these tools of    
             expression!  
 

                              
       
King Lear, Act III, Scene II 
1:   Blow winds, and crack your cheeks 
ALL:  Rage! Blow! 
2:   Spout till you have drench’d our steeples,  
               drown’d the cocks.  
3:   You sulphurous and thought-executing fires. 
4.   Vaunt-couriers to oak-cleaving thunderbolts. 
WOMEN:    Singe my white head! 
5:   Rumble thy bellyful! 
All:  Spit fire! Spout rain! 
6:   Nor rain, wind, thunder, fire, are my daughters. 
7:   I tax not you, you elements, with unkindness. 
8:   I never gave you kingdom, called you children. 
9:   You owe me no subscription: 
MEN:  Then let fall your horrible pleasure. 
WOMEN:  Here I stand, your slave. 
10:  A poor, infirm, weak, and despised old man…. 
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THE WITCH  
            by Jack Prelutsky    UNTIL I SAW THE SEA 
She comes by night, in fearsome flight,         by Lilian Moore    
 in garments black as pitch,   Until I saw the sea 
the queen of doom upon her broom,  I did not know 
the wild and wicked witch,   That wind 
      could wrinkle water so. 
a cackling crone with brittle bones   
and desiccated limbs    I never knew 
two evil eyes with warts and sties  That sun 
and bags about the rims.   Could splinter a whole sea of blue   
  
dangling nose, ten twisted toes 
and folds of shriveled skin,   Nor 
cracked and chipped and crackled lips               did I know before 
that frame a toothless grin.   A sea breathes in and out 
      Upon a shore. 
She hurtles by, she sweeps the sky                                        
and hurls a piercing screech.    
As she swoops past, a spell is cast   
on all his curses reach.                           
 
Take care to hide when the wild witch rides 
 to shriek her evil spell.     
What she may do with a word or two   
is much too grim to tell.                                       
                  Jack Prelutsky    
 
 
NIGHT CREATURE 
             by Lilian Moore 
I like 
The Quiet breathing 
of the night 
The wind swish 
The Starlight 
 
Day is    
loud 
scary. 
 
Day  
bustles  
 
I like 
Night.      
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                               ADVANCED VOCAL TECHNIQUES 

 
 

 
1. UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS 
 bright  feathery smoky                 bubbly                honking 
              authoritative   snobby   monotone    scratchy         hoarse 
            trembling screeching breathy               attacking syncopated 
 marching dramatic             gruff                     melodic               cutting 
 
     (IF you do a google search “words to describe voice” you will find literally hundreds of ways 
      to explore the unique characteristics of voice).  
 
2.  PLACEMENT 
 Nose 
 Eyes 
 Front of mouth 
 Back of mouth 
 Chest- 
   Head—Men, try to impersonate a female.  Women, try “Julia Childs.” 
 Near Ears—Munchkins  
 Adenoidal—Far back in the nasal cavity, extremely plugged up 
 Lower Mouth—Plugged up as in adenoidal, but voice is brought down for a  
                   mushy sound. Cheeks are loose, jaw is flexible. 
 Throat—Think of an evil ruler  
 Back of throat—Think Pee Wee Herman or Kermit the Frog 
 Chest—Heroes and heroines 
 Diaphragm—deepest and strongest voice for good or evil 
 
3.   MOUTH WORK (the possibilities are endless!)  
 Tight lips   Rounded lips  Accents 
 Puffed cheeks   Mouth horizontal           (Southern, NY,  
       Top lip brought above teeth Mouth drawn down         Irish, etc 
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Laban Energy Exercises: 
 Experiment with the Laban energies as applied to VOICE. Say words or phrases with a punching      
 energy, a slashing energy, a pressing or wringing energy, etc.  Go through all possibilities.  You will find        
  incredibly powerful expressiveness  through doing so.  
 
Personal story Expressiveness 
Create your own set of patterns, as above.  Take the beginning line of a personal story and  run it 
through the vocal patterns you have created.  See how it knocks you out of pre-set patterns which you 
use frequently.  
 
Amazing Characters you can create with picture books. 
 Take a picture book that has at least two characters in dialogue. Give one character   
 one of the basic vocal tools (perhaps loud). Give the other character the opposite tool (quiet).  Use both 
vocal tools as you read aloud.  Notice how MUCH characterization you can create with such a simple tool.  
 
Picture Stack 
Collect 20 or so pictures of interesting characters (Coloring books from dollar stores are great). 
Pick up one picture and begin speaking as the character. Go on to the next and the next. Don’t pause to 
think about the character or voice.  Go with your first impulse. If you wish, choose just one line to say for 
all characters. 
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